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Abstract
We describe evidence consistent with the proposal that the visual system contains a parallel array of size-tuned mechanisms
sensitive to orientation texture-defined (OTD) form, and propose that the relative activity of these mechanisms determines spatial
frequency discrimination threshold for OTD gratings. Using a pattern of short lines we measured spatial frequency discrimination
thresholds for OTD gratings and luminance-defined (LD) gratings. For OTD gratings, the orientation of texture lines varied
sinusoidally across the bars of the gratings, but line luminance was constant. For LD gratings, line orientation was constant, but
line luminance varied sinusoidally across the bars of the grating. When the number of texture lines (i.e. spatial samples) per
grating cycle was below about six, spatial sampling strongly affected both the spatial frequency discrimination and grating
detection thresholds for OTD and LD gratings. However, when the number of spatial samples per grating cycle exceeded about
six, plots of both discrimination threshold and detection threshold were different for OTD and LD gratings. For an OTD grating
of any given spatial frequency, spatial frequency discrimination threshold fell as the number of samples per grating cycle was
increased while holding texture line length constant: the lower limit was reached at six to ten samples per cycle. When we
progressively increased the viewing distance (keeping the cycles per degree (cpd) constant), spatial frequency discrimination
threshold reached a lower limit and increased thereafter. We propose that this minimum threshold represents a balance between
opposing effects of the number of samples per grating cycle and the length of texture lines, and approaches the absolute
physiological lower limit for OTD gratings. Spatial frequency discrimination was possible up to at least 7 cpd. Grating acuity for
an OTD grating was considerably lower than the physiological limit for LD gratings, presumably because detectors of OTD form
include a spatial integration stage following the processing of individual lines. For an LD grating, discrimination threshold fell as
the number of samples per grating cycle was increased and asymptoted at six to ten samples per cycle. Spatial frequency
discrimination thresholds for OTD and LD gratings were similar at low spatial frequencies (up to 3–4 cpd), but increased more
steeply for OTD gratings at high spatial frequencies. For both OTD and LD gratings, discrimination threshold fell steeply as the
number of grating cycles was increased from 0.5 to ca. 2.5 cycles, and thereafter decreased more slowly or not at all suggesting
that, for both OTD and LD gratings, spatial frequency discrimination can be regarded as a special case of line interval or bar
width discrimination. As orientation contrast was progressively increased, discrimination threshold for an OTD grating fell steeply
up to about four to five times grating detection threshold, then saturated. This parallels the effect of luminance contrast on
discrimination threshold for an LD grating. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In an attempt to more fully understand how we see
and recognize objects, it has been proposed that spatial
information within each local region of the visual field
is processed by a parallel array of local analyzers whose
receptive fields prefer different target sizes. More spe-
cifically, it has been proposed that the pattern of re-
sponses across the sizes of local receptive fields (as
distinct from the pattern of responses across receptive
field location) is important in the encoding of both
spatial features and spatial relations within the retinal
image. Among the several kinds of psychophysical data
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that have been discussed within this conceptual frame-
work are positional acuities, and the discrimination
thresholds for width, line interval and spatial frequency
(reviewed by Graham [1] and Wilson [2]).
A limitation of the studies just mentioned is that they
were restricted to targets whose visibilities were entirely
created by luminance contrast, i.e. luminance-defined
(LD) targets. It is known that targets can be rendered
visible by four other kinds of contrast including texture
contrast [3–7]. However, whether the conceptual frame-
work described above is applicable to the perception of
texture-defined objects is not known. Even if it were
applicable, the relevant local receptive fields would be
receptive fields that were tuned to the size of a target
defined by texture contrast rather than luminance con-
trast, and these two kinds of receptive field may corre-
spond to different neural substrates.
The possibility presents itself that spatial vision mod-
els developed for LD targets may not be generally
applicable to the visual perception of texture-defined
(TD) targets. Consistent with this possibility is the
finding that multiple sclerosis (a demyelinating disease
of the central nervous system) can degrade a patient’s
ability to detect and recognize texture-defined letters
while sparing both visual acuity and the ability to
recognize luminance-defined letters [8].
With the aim of explaining why some TD boundaries
and TD targets are effortlessly visible while others are
not, a number of authors have developed physiologi-
cally-plausible models, some of which incorporate the
concept of a receptive field for TD targets [9–20]. In
the spirit of this earlier work, we have used a physiolog-
ically-plausible model based on the receptive field con-
cept to predict quantitatively the experimentall-
y-measured psychometric functions for detecting and
recognising one kind of TD target, namely letters [21].
The aim of this and of several previous papers is to
help define what will be required of a model of spatial
vision for objects defined by texture contrast. Our
approach has been to compare data on spatial discrim-
ination for targets defined by orientation texture (OTD
targets)1 with corresponding spatial discriminations for
LD targets. We have previously reported on orientation
discrimination and width discrimination for OTD and
LD bars, on aspect ratio discrimination for OTD and
LD rectangles, on positional acuities (vernier and bisec-
tion) for OTD and LD boundaries [25–27], see also
[28], and on the detection and recognition of OTD
letters [8,21,29]. Here we report spatial frequency dis-
crimination thresholds for OTD and LD gratings and
propose a psychophysical model of spatial frequency
discrimination for OTD gratings.
2. General methods
2.1. Apparatus
Texture patterns were displayed on an electrostati-
cally-driven large-display (40 cm horizontal31 cm
vertical) monitor with P31 phosphor (Hewlett-Packard
model 1321A). The x- and y-axes of the monitor were
controlled by two 16-bit digital to analog converters
(Cambridge Research Systems model D300) that al-
lowed 6553665536 screen locations to be addressed.
The following procedure was designed to ensure that
no two lines overlapped. The 6553665536 screen
locations were divided into a w (horizontal)h (verti-
cal) rectangular array of square cells. Except when
stated otherwise, h16. With h16, w could be varied
from ten to 180.
A line defined by three dots was drawn inside each
cell so that a total of 1536 short lines were drawn on
the screen. The location of each line within a cell was
randomly jittered (had we used regularly-spaced lines,
the OTD grating would have been contaminated by a
luminance artifact. In particular, if an OTD grating
based on regularly-spaced texture elements is viewed
through a blurring lens or from a large distance, it may
be possible to see a low contrast LD grating). The
center of each line was displaced from the center of the
cell by a distance dV vertically and dH horizontally.
Except when stated otherwise, line length was set at 0.3
times cell length and the magnitude of dV and dH could
take any value between zero and 0.3 times the side
length of the cell. These were the largest amplitudes of
spatial jitter that could be achieved without any overlap
or abutting of texture lines. Upwards versus down-
wards displacement was chosen randomly. The magni-
tude of the vertical and horizontal jitter were
determined by different random functions. Except when
stated otherwise, the viewing distance was 50 cm. At
this distance, the pattern of short lines covered an area
that subtended 42° (horizontal)7.5° (vertical). When
1 Our reason for choosing orientation texture rather than the any
of many other kinds of texture was based on Nothdurft’s [7,22–24]
evidence that differences in the density of several of the textons that
have been proposed are often associated with differences in either
mean luminance or in the homogeneity of luminance distribution,
and the positional or luminance jitter of texture elements can strongly
affect texture segregation for these textons even though texton density
is unaltered. In particular, he has stated that ‘‘from the textons
reported in the literature, only differences in orientation were found
to be fairly robust against such modifications’’ [22]. Nothdurft [24]
compared the effects of a masker on the recognition of candidate
textons and on the segregation of areas demarcated by a difference in
texton density. Only for the line orientation texton were the masking
effects similar. He concluded that, for the other candidate textons
investigated (blob size, line intersections or ‘crossings’ and line ends
or ‘terminators’) texture segregation is based on visual cues other
than the candidate textons.
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Fig. 1. Variation of line orientation across a texture-defined sinu-
soidal grating. Line orientation was plotted versus distance across the
display expressed in terms of visual angle. The peak-to-peak orienta-
tion contrast of the grating was defined as equal to the peak-to-peak
variation in line angle (Du°). The wavelength (l°) and orientation
contrast of the grating, and the number of lines across the display
were varied as described in Section 2. Starting phase (a s°) was varied
randomly from trial-to-trial.
wavelength of the sinewave modulation were varied
as described below (LMAX and LMIN were, respec-
tively, the maximum and minimum luminances in the
grating). The starting phase was varied as described
for the OTD grating. Luminance contrast was
defined as equal to 100[(LMAXLMIN):(LMAX
LMIN)].
2.2. Aliasing
At high spatial frequencies, the number of spatial
samples per grating cycle was insufficient to prevent
aliasing. To ensure that the aliasing pattern gave no
reliable cue to the observer’s task we varied the
number of spatial samples per degree on a trial-to-
trial basis about a mean value. The percentage varia-
tion in the number of samples per degree was
approximately the same as the percentage variation
of grating spatial frequency within the stimulus set.
2.3. Rationale and procedure
Each trial consisted of a single presentation whose
duration was sufficiently short (200 ms) that observ-
ers could not scan the texture pattern. Observers
were instructed to press one of two buttons depend-
ing on whether the grating’s spatial frequency was
higher or lower than the mean of the stimulus set.
To ensure that observers did not become discour-
aged, the extreme values of spatial frequency were
chosen to produce 100% correct responses. The other
values of spatial frequency were chosen to concen-
trate responses around 80% correct to ensure efficient
measurement of threshold [30]. Feedback was not
given.
For the OTD grating, the stimulus set comprised
six values of spatial frequency, six values of orienta-
tion contrast and six values of the number of spatial
samples per degree, giving a total of 216 stimuli,
each of which was presented once during any given
run. Spatial frequency and orientation contrast were
orthogonal within the stimulus set, i.e. they had zero
correlation. This arrangement allowed us to check
that observers based their responses on trial-to-trial
variations of spatial frequency, and ignored any trial-
to-trial variations of perceived contrast. To remove
any positional cue to spatial frequency, the spatial
w96 and the pattern was viewed from 50 cm each
cell had a side length of 0.44°, and contained 683
683 possible locations. When line length was set at
0.3 times cell length, individual lines subtended
0.150.06° when the pattern was viewed from 50
cm. Viewing was always binocular.
OTD gratings were created by imposing a sinu-
soidal modulation of line orientation across the hori-
zontal axis of the pattern of lines as illustrated in
Fig. 1 where the orientation of the small texture
lines (ordinate) was plotted as a function of the dis-
tance from the left hand side of the pattern. The
mean orientation of the lines was vertical. The peak-
to-peak amplitude (Du°) and wavelength (l°) of the
sinewave modulation was varied as described below.
The starting phase (a s°) was randomly chosen on
each presentation and could take any value between
0 and 360° with equal probability. For the OTD
grating all lines had the same luminance. Orientation
contrast (b) was defined as equal to Du when (as in
all the cases in this study) DuB90°. A photograph
of an OTD grating is shown in Fig. 2.
Luminance-defined (LD) gratings were created by
imposing a sinewave modulation of line luminance
along the horizontal axis of the display. For the LD
grating, all lines had the same orientation. The peak-
to-peak amplitude [DL (LMAXLMIN) cd:m2] and
Fig. 2. This photograph of the display shows a grating of maximum possible orientation contrast (Du90°) containing 1536 lines (9616).
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phase of the grating was selected randomly between 0
and 360° before every individual trial. The mean ori-
entation contrast was 35°. Line contrast was near
100%.
For the LD grating, the stimulus set comprised six
values of spatial frequency, six values of luminance
contrast and six values of the number of spatial sam-
ples per degree, giving a total of 216 stimuli. Spatial
frequency and luminance contrast were orthogonal
within the stimulus set. The mean contrast was 70%.
All lines had the same orientation. Otherwise the pro-
cedure was the same as for the OTD grating.
Before any given run, the observer could request as
many 200-ms presentations as required of a stimulus
whose spatial frequency, orientation contrast and
number of spatial samples per degree was equal to
the mean of the stimulus set.
2.4. Analysis of data
The percentage of ‘spatial frequency higher than
the mean’ responses was plotted versus grating spatial
frequency, and Probit analysis was used to estimate
spatial frequency discrimination threshold, defined
as equal to 100{0.5[(SFTEST)75 (SFTEST)25]:SFMEAN}
where (SFTEST)75 and (SFTEST)25 were, respectively,
the grating spatial frequencies that gave 75 and 25%
‘higher than the mean’ responses and SFMEAN was
the mean frequency of the response set.
To check that observers ignored trial-to-trial varia-
tions in both contrast and the number of spatial sam-
ples per degree, response data were plotted versus
these two task-irrelevant variables as well as versus
the task-relevant variable.
2.5. Calibration
Luminance contrast was calibrated as follows. The
entire pattern was imaged onto a photometer (Tek-
tronix model J16). The luminance of the lines was
varied by typing a number between zero and 32000
into the computer. The output of the photometer was
plotted versus the number typed into the computer.
The operating point was chosen to be midway along
the linear part of the graph.
2.6. Obser6ers
Three observers were used. Observer 1 (author R.
Gray) was male aged 26 years. Observer 2 was male
aged 21 years. Observer 3 was a female aged 19
years. Author D. Regan carried out pilot experiments.
Observers 2 and 3 had no previous experience with
psychophysical experiments, were naive to the aims of
the experiment and were paid an hourly rate. All ob-
servers had binocular visual acuity of 6:6 or better.
Fig. 3. Spatial frequency discrimination for a grating defined by
orientation contrast. The percentage of ‘higher spatial frequency than
the mean’ responses is plotted versus the spatial frequency of the test
grating (the task-relevant variable) in panel A, versus the grating’s
orientation contrast (task-irrelevant variable no. 1) in panel B, and
versus the number of spatial samples per degree (task-irrelevant
variable no. 2) in panel C. The grating’s mean spatial frequency was
0.2 cpd. Mean orientation contrast was 35°. Observer 1.
2.7. Control experiments
2.7.1. Purpose
The purpose of the control experiments was to find
the number of texture lines per grating cycle above
which the effect of spatial sampling on spatial fre-
quency discrimination can be ignored.
2.8. First control experiment
2.8.1. Methods
2.8.1.1. Procedure. For all gratings used in the first
control experiment, the number of spatial samples per
degree was varied randomly on a trial-by-trial basis
by ca. 930% about a mean value of 2.3 samples per
degree (i.e. the number of cells across the 42° width
of the grating had a mean of 96 and varied by 9
30%). Viewing distance was 50 cm.
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2.8.2. Results
Fig. 3(A–C) show results for one mean frequency
and one observer. The percentage of ‘spatial frequency
higher than the mean’ responses was plotted versus the
task-relevant variable (i.e. spatial frequency) of an
OTD grating. Each of the six points was the mean of 36
responses. The same response data were also plotted
versus the grating’s orientation contrast (task-irrelevant
variable no. 1) in Fig. 3(B), and versus the number of
spatial samples per degree (task-irrelevant variable no.
2) in Fig. 3(C). In Fig. 3(A) the psychometric function
was more than ten times steeper than in Fig. 3(B) or
(C). This means that the observer ignored trial-to-trial
variations in orientation contrast or number of spatial
samples per degree when discriminating the grating’s
spatial frequency. Similar results were observed for the
other observers. Spatial frequency discrimination
threshold estimated from Fig. 3(A) was 5.0 (SE0.3)%
for observer 1. Corresponding thresholds for observers
2 and 3 were 2.9 (SE0.5) and 3.2 (SE0.7)%,
respectively.
In Fig. 4(A,B) the reciprocal of spatial frequency
discrimination threshold was plotted as ordinate versus
the mean spatial frequency of the OTD (open circles)
and LD (filled circles) gratings for observers 1 and 2,
respectively. In Fig. 4(A,B), each data point was based
on three psychometric functions similar to that shown
in Fig. 3(A). For reasons explained later (Expt. 2) the
spatial frequency was not reduced below the value that
gave three complete cycles across the display (0.07 cpd
at 50 cm viewing distance).
Fig. 4(A,B) shows that spatial frequency discrimina-
tion threshold for both OTD and LD gratings was
approximately constant or fell slightly as spatial fre-
quency was progressively increased above 0.07°, then
abruptly increased. This steep increase started at 0.4–
0.5 cpd, a spatial frequency considerably lower than the
spatial frequency (arrowed) at which there were only
two samples per grating cycle (namely 1.14 cpd)2. The
task became essentially impossible at spatial frequencies
higher than 1.14 cpd. Similar results were obtained for
observer 3. For OTD gratings, the minimum spatial
frequency discrimination thresholds were 3.5 (SE
0.9), 3.0 (SE0.1) and 2.8 (SE0.4)%) for observers
1,2 and 3, respectively. For LD gratings, the minimum
spatial frequency discrimination thresholds were 3.8
(SE0.3), 2.9 (SE0.6) and 2.3 (SE0.3)% for ob-
servers 1,2 and 3, respectively. A comparison of the
filled and open circles in Fig. 4(A,B) shows that the
2 According to Nyquist’s theorem, sufficient information to repro-
duce a continuous waveform that is band-limited to B Hz can be
obtained by obtaining independent samples of the waveform (period-
ically or aperiodically) at a rate just \2B times per s. Alternatively,
a signal of duration T (in seconds) can be specified completely by just
more than 2BT independent samples of the signal. The sampling
process introduces frequency components not present in the original
waveform so that, to recover the original signal, the sampled signal
must be passed through an ‘ideal filter’ that totally removes all
frequencies above B Hz, while having no effect on all frequencies
below B Hz. However, an ‘ideal filter’ is a mathematical artifice.
Since, realizable filters fall short of the ideal, sampling frequencies
considerably higher than B Hz are used in practice. If the sampling
rate is less than B Hz, the recovered signal will contain frequencies
not present in the original signal, even when the sampled signal is
passed through an ideal filter. This effect is called aliasing [31]. For
our present purpose, consider a long train of sinewaves that is
windowed so that its duration is only a few cycles. The frequency
content of a long train of sinewaves is narrowly centered on P1 Hz
(where P is the period of the sinewave in seconds) so that the Nyquist
frequency is 2P1 Hz. The act of restricting the sinewave to a few
cycles broadens its power spectrum, so that power can extended to
frequencies considerably \P1 Hz (this effect is illustrated in Fig.
1.55 in ref. [32]). Consequently, for a windowed sinewave, the
Nyquist frequency can be considerably higher than P1 Hz. Sam-
pling theory can be extended from temporal to spatial waveforms. In
our present case, the steep degradation of both visual acuity and
orientation discrimination with retinal eccentricity would have the
effect that bars of the OTD grating viewed extrafoveally would be
processed less effectively than the bars falling on the fovea, so that, in
effect, the grating would be windowed even more severely than in the
monitor display. This is one possible reason why, in Fig. 4(A,B),
spatial frequency discrimination threshold started to rise at a point
where the number of spatial samples per grating cycle was consider-
ably greater than two. A second possible reason is that the physiolog-
ical filter that smoothed the sampled grating is unlikely to approach
ideal performance.
Fig. 4. The reciprocal of spatial frequency discrimination threshold is
plotted versus grating spatial frequency. Viewing distance was 50 cm
and the number of spatial samples per degree was 2.3. The number of
spatial samples per grating cycle fell to two at a spatial frequency of
1.14 cpd (arrowed). Open circles: texture-defined grating. Filled cir-
cles: luminance-defined grating. (A) Observer 1. (B) Observer 2.
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spatial frequency discrimination characteristics for LD
and OTD gratings had closely similar shapes.
2.8.3. Discussion
Nyquist’s theorem indicates that spurious texture
patterns would be displayed in the case of OTD grat-
ings and spurious luminance patterns would be dis-
played in the case of LD gratings when spatial
frequency was increased beyond the point that there
were only two samples per grating cycle. The arrows in
Fig. 4(A,B) indicate that this occurred at a spatial
frequency of 1.14 cpd. All four observers reported that
aliasing patterns were indeed evident at spatial frequen-
cies \1.14 cpd. Furthermore, when the number of
spatial samples per degree was held constant, a small
change in grating spatial frequency produced changes
in the pattern of aliasing that observers could use as an
artifactual cue to the discrimination task. Our
stratagem of jittering the number of spatial samples per
degree rendered this artifactual cue ineffective.
For both OTD and LD gratings, discrimination
threshold started to rise when the grating’s spatial
frequency passed 0.4–0.5 cpd, and the task eventually
became impossible just above the spatial frequency at
which there were two spatial samples per grating cycle.
This finding is consistent with the idea that the high-fre-
quency rolloff for both the filled and open circles in
Fig. 4(A,B) was determined by the spatial sampling of
the grating. In the case of an LD grating this conclu-
sion is in line with the findings of Burr et al. [33] who
reported that contrast detection threshold continued to
fall as the number of spatial samples per grating cycle
progressively increased to a point far beyond two.
However, they reported that contrast detection
threshold for a 1 cpd grating continued to fall as the
number of spatial samples per cycle was increased right
up to 64 while we found that thresholds asymptoted at
six to ten samples per cycle. One possible reason for
this disagreement is that their spatial samples were
spaced uniformly rather than being spatially-jittered. It
may also be relevant that their psychophysical proce-
dure was the method of adjustment, while we used a
criterion-free procedure (two-alternative forced choice).
For LD gratings, spatial frequency discrimination
threshold can be as low as 5% at spatial frequencies as
high as 16 cpd for gratings whose spatial sampling
frequency is very high, and even at 50 cpd has risen to
only 13% [34–37].
2.9. Second control experiment
2.9.1. Purpose
The aim of the second control experiment was to find
whether the high-frequency rolloff in Fig. 4(A,B) was
indeed determined by spatial sampling in the stimulus
display.
2.9.2. Methods
2.9.2.1. Rationale. If we do not allow adjacent texture
lines to overlap, increasing the spatial sampling fre-
quency of an OTD grating beyond a certain point
necessarily requires a corresponding reduction in line
length. In the second control experiment we compared
the effects of the following three manipulations on
spatial frequency discrimination threshold for an OTD
grating: (a) changing the number of spatial samples per
grating cycle while holding line length constant, (b)
changing line length while holding the number of sam-
ples per cycle constant, and (c) changing both the
number of samples per cycle and line length in the
yoked way characteristic of a change of viewing dis-
tance by actually varying viewing distance, and also at a
constant 6iewing distance. To allow a comparison be-
tween OTD and LD gratings of similar spatial fre-
quency content we repeated the entire experiment for
LD gratings.
2.9.2.2. Procedure and analysis of data. The procedure
and data analysis were as in the first control experiment
except that viewing distances between 50 and 1400 cm
were used, and the number of cells across the display
was varied.
2.10. Results and discussion
We first tested the hypothesis that the rise in spatial
frequency discrimination threshold for an OTD grating
that started at a spatial frequency of 0.4–0.5 cpd in Fig.
4(A,B) was caused by inadequate spatial sampling. We
used a spatial frequency of 1.0 cpd (i.e. just below the
Nyquist frequency of 1.14 cpd in the first control
experiment), a fixed viewing distance of 480 cm and a
fixed field width of 5.25°. First we measured spatial
frequency discrimination thresholds while line length
was reduced from the 13 min arc used in Fig. 4(A,B) to
1.3 min arc while holding the number of spatial samples
per grating cycle constant at the 2.3 used for the 1.0 cpd
grating in the first control experiment. The left half of
Fig. 5(A) shows that discrimination threshold rose pro-
gressively as line length was reduced (when we reduced
line length to a value only a little less than the lowest
length in Fig. 5(A), discrimination threshold rose
steeply and the task became impossible). Next, leaving
the line length constant at 1.3 min arc we increased the
number of spatial samples per grating cycle from 2.3 to
16. The right half of Fig. 5(A) shows that discrimina-
tion threshold fell steeply and asymptoted to a value of
:4.0% when the number of spatial samples per grating
cycle reached six to ten.
We conclude that the high-frequency rolloff for OTD
gratings evident in Fig. 4(A,B) was caused by the fact
that the number of spatial samples per grating cycle fell
below six at about 0.4 cpd.
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Fig. 5. (A) Separate effects of texture line length and the number of
spatial samples per grating cycle on spatial frequency discrimination
for a texture-defined grating. The reciprocal of spatial frequency
discrimination threshold was plotted versus line length while holding
the number of spatial samples per grating cycle constant at 2.3 (left
side of panel A), and versus sampling frequency while holding line
length constant at 1.2 min arc (right side of panel A). (B) Similar to
A but for a luminance-defined grating. Observer 1.
per grating cycle was progressively increased from 2.0
and reached a minimum at about four to six. Over this
range, line length decreased from 12 to about 4–6 min
arc. However, as the number of samples per grating
cycle increased beyond 17 (and at the same time line
length grew progressively shorter than 1.5 min arc),
spatial frequency discrimination threshold started to
rise until discrimination eventually became impossible.
The minimum discrimination threshold was 5.6% in
Fig. 6(A) and 5.0% in Fig. 6(B), and the length of the
texture lines was :2.5 min arc for both observers at
the minimum threshold.
We propose that the minimum threshold in Fig.
6(A,B) (open symbols) reflects a balance between two
opposing tendencies. As shown in Fig. 5(A), increasing
the number of spatial samples per grating cycle beyond
about six samples per cycle causes discrimination
threshold to asymptote to a minimum value. However,
when the associated reduction of line length causes line
length to fall below 1–2 min arc, line orientation
discrimination is degraded so that grating visibility is
reduced to the point that spatial frequency discrimina-
tion threshold starts to rise.
Fig. 6. Effect of simultaneous variation of the number of spatial
samples per grating cycle and line length on spatial frequency dis-
crimination. Open circles: texture-defined grating. Filled circles: lumi-
nance-defined grating. The reciprocal of spatial frequency
discrimination is plotted as ordinate versus both the number of
spatial samples per grating cycle and line length. These were varied in
the yoked manner characteristic of a change in viewing distance,
though viewing distance was held constant. (A) Observer 1. (B)
Observer 2.
Turning to LD gratings, the left side in Fig. 5(B)
shows that, unsurprisingly, spatial frequency discrimi-
nation threshold was little affected by line length pro-
vided that the number of spatial samples per cycle was
held constant. In contrast, the right side of Fig. 5(B)
shows that, when the number of spatial samples per
cycle was progressively increased, discrimination
threshold fell steeply and asymptoted to a value of
:3.5% when the number of spatial samples per grating
cycle reached six to ten.
We conclude that the high-frequency rolloff for LD
gratings evident in Fig. 4(A,B) was caused by the fact
that the number of spatial samples per grating cycle fell
below six at about 0.4 cpd. We further conclude that
the similarity in the high frequency rolloffs in the LD
grating discrimination characteristic (Fig. 4(A,B) filled
symbols) and the OTD grating discrimination charac-
teristic (Fig. 4(A,B) open symbols) was an artifact of
limited spatial sampling frequency in the stimulus
grating.
Next we investigated the effect of simultaneously
varying the number of spatial samples per grating cycle
and line length in the yoked manner characteristic of a
change in viewing distance (but without varying view-
ing distance). Open circles (dashed lines) in Fig. 6(A,B)
show that, for OTD gratings, spatial frequency discrim-
ination threshold fell as the number of spatial samples
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We propose that the minimum threshold in Fig.
6(A,B) (open symbols) approaches the physiological
lower limit of spatial frequency discrimination
threshold for an OTD grating (i.e. a limit that is set by
physiology rather than by the spatial sampling of the
stimulus grating) in the particular case that line length
is equal to 0.3 times the mean distance between adja-
cent lines3.
Filled circles in Fig. 6(A,B) show the effect on dis-
crimination threshold for an LD grating (viewed at a
constant distance) of simultaneously varying number of
spatial samples per grating cycle and line length in the
yoked manner characteristic of a change in viewing
distance. Discrimination threshold fell as sampling fre-
quency was progressively increased from 2.0 samples
per grating cycle, and asymptoted to a limiting value
when the number of samples per grating cycle reached
six to ten. This finding is consistent with the data
shown in Fig. 5(B); since line length has little or no
effect on threshold, thresholds do not increase at very
short line lengths.
The asymptotic limit was 3.6% in Fig. 6(A) and 3.0%
in Fig. 6(B). On the grounds that these thresholds are in
good agreement with the lowest spatial frequency dis-
crimination thresholds reported for LD continuous
gratings of indefinitely high sampling frequency, we
conclude that the asymptotic limits in Fig. 6(A,B)
closely approach or even reach the physiological limits
reported elsewhere [34–36]. We conclude that, provided
there are more than six to ten samples per grating cycle,
discrimination threshold for LD gratings is limited by a
property of the human visual system rather than by the
sampling frequency of the stimulus.
2.11. Experiment 1
2.11.1. Purpose
The purpose of Expt. 1 was to compare the spatial
frequency discrimination curves for OTD and LD grat-
ings in the following situation: the number of texture
lines per grating cycle had a negligible effect on discrim-
ination threshold for all spatial frequencies tested; spa-
tial sampling for the two kinds of grating was matched.
Fig. 7. The reciprocal of spatial frequency discrimination threshold is
plotted versus grating spatial frequency. Thresholds for gratings with
six or more spatial samples per grating cycle are signified by open
circles (texture-defined gratings) and filled circles (luminance-defined
gratings). (A) Observer 1. (B) Observer 2.
2.11.2. Methods
2.11.2.1. Rationale and procedure. Control experiments
1 and 2 showed that spatial frequency discrimination
threshold was elevated when the number of lines per
grating cycle was less than ca. six, but was independent
of the number of lines per grating cycle when that
number exceeded six. Control Expt. 2 showed that, to
avoid the abrupt rise in discrimination threshold for
OTD gratings that occurred when texture line length
was too low, line length should not fall below 1–2 min
arc. In Expt. 1 we ensured that both these condition
always held while we measured spatial frequency dis-
crimination thresholds over a wide range of frequencies.
We used the procedure described in the second control
experiment.
2.11.3. Results
Spatial frequency discrimination thresholds for OTD
gratings are plotted as open circles in Fig. 7 (A,B). In
contrast with the results shown in Fig. 4, the high-fre-
quency rolloff for OTD gratings (open circles) did not
start until grating spatial frequency reached about 2–4
cpd (compared with 0.5 cpd in Fig. 4). We can conclude
that the high-frequency rolloff for OTD gratings in Fig.
7(A,B) (open circles) was truly a property of the human
visual pathway, because the number of samples per
3 With the intent of more closely approaching the physiological
lower limit of spatial frequency discrimination for OTD gratings, we
repeated the series of measurements after increasing line length from
0.3 to 0.7 times the mean distance between adjacent lines. It was not
possible to increase the line length much further while retaining some
spatial jitter. Even so, it was necessary to reduce the maximum
amplitude of spatial jitter from 0.3 to 0.15 of the mean distance
between adjacent lines in order to avoid overlap between lines. We
varied the grating’s spatial frequency from 2 to 7 cpd while holding
the following constant: line length (1.1 min arc), viewing distance (500
cm) and the number of spatial samples per grating cycle (six). We
found that thresholds obtained with the longer texture lines using the
procedure just described were either the same or only slightly lower
than thresholds obtained using the shorter lines and the procedure
illustrated in Fig. 6.
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grating cycle was held constant at six and line length
was also held constant.
We propose that open circles in Fig. 7(A,B) repre-
sent a close approximation to the physiological limit
of spatial frequency discrimination threshold for
OTD gratings. If overlap between texture lines was
to be avoided, grating spatial frequency could not be
\7.0 cpd without allowing the number of spatial
samples per grating cycle to fall below six.
From the data of Fig. 7(A,B) we conclude that
the ability to distinguish between OTD gratings of
different spatial frequencies does not fail completely
until spatial frequency reaches at least 7 cpd.
Spatial frequency discrimination thresholds sampled
LD gratings are plotted as filled circles in Fig.
7(A,B). For technical reasons we were limited to 133
samples per degree. Consequently, our requirement
that the number of spatial samples per cycle should
not fall below six restricted us to a maximum spatial
frequency of 22 cpd. Nevertheless, this was suffi-
ciently high to demonstrate that the progressive rise
of spatial frequency discrimination threshold started
earlier for OTD than LD gratings.
2.12. Experiment 2
2.12.1. Purpose
The purpose of Expt. 2 was to find whether spatial
frequency discrimination for an OTD grating is based
on spatial summation over multiple cycles of the
grating.
2.12.2. Methods
2.12.2.1. Procedure. The procedure and apparatus were
identical to that described for the first control experi-
ment. Mean spatial frequency was 0.29 cpd and there
was a mean of eight samples per grating cycle. For the
OTD grating, mean orientation contrast was 35° and
the luminance contrast of the lines was near 100%.
For the LD grating mean luminance contrast was
70%, and all the lines had the same orientation.
The number of cycles of the grating visible to the
observer (m) was varied by altering the size of the
aperture through which the grating was viewed. For
example when presenting four cycles of the 0.29 cpd
grating only a 14° central portion of the pattern could
be seen by the observer instead of the entire 42° display.
Values of m ranging from 1.5 to eight cycles were used.
2.12.3. Analysis of data
Thresholds were calculated as described for the first
control experiment.
2.12.4. Results
Spatial frequency discrimination threshold was plot-
ted versus the number of grating cycles in Fig. 8 for
OTD gratings (open circles) and for LD gratings (filled
circles). Results were similar for all three observers
used, so data were collapsed across observers. Each
data point was based on a total of 1944 responses.
Vertical bars indicate 91 SE.
Fig. 8 shows that discrimination threshold fell steeply
as the number of cycles was increased from 1.5 to
:2.5, and beyond this point either remained constant
or fell much more slowly.
2.12.5. Discussion
Hirsch and Hylton [35] proposed that spatial fre-
quency discrimination for an LD grating is based on
the separation between features in the grating (e.g. the
distance between the centers of adjacent bright bars).
They based this proposal on their finding that spatial
frequency discrimination threshold fell steeply as the
number of grating cycles was increased from 0.5 to 2.5,
but remained approximately constant as the number of
grating cycles was increased beyond 2.5. Their rationale
was that sufficient information required to estimate
accurately the distance between the centers of adjacent
bright bars of a sinewave grating is not available when
the grating contains less than two complete cycles, but
is available when the grating contains :2.5 cycles,
Fig. 8. The reciprocal of spatial frequency discrimination threshold
was plotted as ordinate versus the number of cycles of the grating.
Open circles are for texture-defined gratings, and filled circles are for
luminance-defined gratings. For all gratings, mean spatial frequency
was 0.29 cpd and there were eight spatial samples per grating cycle.
Orientation contrast was 35° for the texture-defined grating and
luminance contrast was 70% for the luminance-defined grating. Verti-
cal bars indicate 91.0 SE. Data points are means for observers 1, 2
and 3.
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even when the grating’s phase is varied randomly from
trial-to-trial. The finding that increasing the number of
cycles beyond 2.5 did not produce any further decrease
in threshold was taken as evidence that there was no
appreciable summation over multiple cycles of the
grating.
The shapes of the curves shown in Fig. 8 are similar
to those reported by Hirsch and Hylton [35] for an LD
grating whose spatial sampling frequency was very
high. We conclude that the proposal of Hirsch and
Hylton [35] also holds for an LD grating defined by
only eight samples per grating cycle. Finally, we suggest
that, rather than being based on summation over multi-
ple cycles of the grating, spatial frequency discrimina-
tion for an OTD grating is mediated by a local process
that may be regarded as a special case of the width
discrimination or line interval discrimination that has
been discussed elsewhere [26]. However, for the OTD
grating the summation area of the local process cannot
be estimated accurately because orientation discrimina-
tion degrades as retinal eccentricity is increased.
2.13. Experiment 3
2.13.1. Purpose
The purpose of Expt. 3 was to determine the effect of
orientation contrast on spatial frequency discrimination
for OTD gratings.
2.13.2. Methods
2.13.2.1. Procedure. For the OTD gratings we used the
same procedure as in the first control experiment to
measure spatial frequency discrimination threshold for
each of seven values of orientation contrast ranging
from 5 to 42°. For the LD grating we used the same
procedure as in the first control experiment to measure
spatial frequency discrimination threshold for each of
seven values of luminance contrast ranging from 20 to
80%. The mean number of spatial samples per cycle
was eight for both OTD and LD gratings. All gratings
had a horizontal width of 42° and a mean spatial
frequency of 0.29 cpd.
2.13.3. Analysis of data
Thresholds were calculated as described for the first
control experiment.
2.13.4. Results
Results were similar for all three observers tested, so
data were collapsed across observers. Each data point
in Fig. 9(A,B) is based on 1944 responses. Fig. 9(A)
shows the effect of orientation contrast on spatial fre-
quency discrimination threshold for the OTD grating.
Threshold fell steeply as orientation contrast was pro-
gressively increased up to :25°, after which threshold
Fig. 9. The reciprocal of spatial frequency discrimination threshold
was plotted as ordinate versus orientation contrast for a texture-
defined grating (panel A) and for a luminance-defined grating (panel
B). Grating spatial frequency was 0.29 cpd and there were eight
spatial samples per grating cycle. Arrows indicate grating detection
thresholds. Data points are means for observers 1, 2 and 3.
remained approximately constant up to the highest
value of orientation contrast. The lowest discrimination
thresholds were 4.5 (SE0.4), 4.2 (SE0.3) and 2.8
(SE0.3)% for observers 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
Fig. 9(B) shows the effect of luminance contrast on
spatial frequency discrimination threshold for the LD
grating. Threshold fell steeply as luminance contrast
was progressively increased up to :30%, and beyond
that point decreased more slowly and finally leveled
out. The lowest discrimination thresholds were 3.4
(SE0.1), 3.5 (SE0.3) and 2.7 (SE0.2)% for ob-
servers 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
2.13.5. Discussion
Fig. 9 (A) shows that spatial frequency discrimina-
tion for an OTD grating saturates quickly at low values
of orientation contrast. The saturation characteristic
for the OTD grating is very similar to the characteristic
found for the LD grating used in the present study [Fig.
9(B)], and is also comparable to contrast effects found
in other studies using continuous LD gratings of very
high sampling frequencies [36,38].
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2.14. Experiment 4
2.14.1. Purpose
One referee requested us to compare our findings
with the findings of Kingdom et al. [39]. These authors
measured the effect of spatial frequency on detection
threshold for OTD gratings (rather than on frequency
discrimination threshold as we have done). Their results
were similar when they used lines similar to our stimu-
lus illustrated in Fig. 2 as texture elements, and when
they used oriented Gabor patches. Their main conclu-
sions were as follows: (a) sensitivity to an OTD grating
has a peak at 0.06–0.2 cpd, (b) sensitivity falls as
grating spatial frequency is reduced below the peak, (c)
sensitivity falls as grating spatial frequency is increased
above the peak and (d) sensitivity is determined by the
number of cycles per unit distance across the display
rather than by the number of cycles per degree sub-
tended at the eye.
So far we have focused on spatial frequency discrim-
ination thresholds. Even so, our findings shown in Figs.
5–7 are not consistent with conclusions (b)–(d) listed
above. In Expt. 4 we directly test conclusions of King-
dom et al. [39].
2.14.2. Methods
2.14.2.1. Procedure. Each trial consisted of a test and a
reference presentation. The temporal sequence was ran-
dom. Each presentation lasted 200 ms. The two presen-
tations were separated by 1 s, an interval long enough
to minimize the effect of after-images.
For the OTD grating, the test presentation was a
sinewave grating with one of four possible values of
orientation contrast. During the reference presentation
all the texture lines had the same orientation. This
orientation varied from trial to trial, and could assume
any value of line orientation present in the OTD test
grating, with the same probability distribution as in the
test grating. This matching of test and reference stimuli
ensured that observers could not recognize the grating
pattern from the orientation of any given line (but see
below for a limitation of this design).
At our shortest viewing distance (62 cm) in Expt.
4(A) the field size (307°) was the same as in the
Kingdom et al. [39] study at 62 cm viewing distance.
The number of lines per degree was 2.2 at the shortest
viewing distance in both studies.
In Expt. 4(A) we followed Kingdom et al. [39] in
measuring the contrast sensitivity function for an OTD
grating at different distances (62 and 186 cm in our
case). In Expt. 4(B) we used the 62 cm viewing distance
but, by shrinking the entire display 3-fold, created a
retinal image that corresponded to the 186 cm viewing
distance in Expt. 4(A). In Expt. 4(C) we repeated the
measurements carried out at 62 cm in Expt. 4(A) except
that an aperture was placed over the display to reduce
its angular dimensions from 307 to 102.3°.
Throughout Expt. 4(D) we used the field size that
corresponded to the 62 cm viewing distance in Expt.
4(A). We used a constant line subtense of 3 min arc
[corresponding to the 186 viewing distance in Expt.
4(A)], and measured the contrast sensitivity function
with 2.2 lines per degree and also with 6.6 lines per
degree [these values were the number of lines per degree
of visual angle at the 62 and 186 cm viewing distances
in Expt. 4(A)].
In Expt. 4(E) we measured contrast sensitivity func-
tions for LD as well as OTD gratings. We extended the
achievable spatial frequency range by increasing the
viewing distance so as to increase the number of spatial
samples per degree. The number of spatial samples per
grating cycle used for any given spatial frequency was
chosen so as to place the stimulus near the minimum
threshold in the curve plotted as open circles in Fig.
6(A,B). In Expt. 4(E) there were never less than six
samples per grating cycle. Detection thresholds for
OTD gratings were measured over a spatial frequency
range of 0.45 to 7 cpd. At 0.45 cpd there were three full
cycles in the display, and at 7 cpd there were six spatial
samples per grating cycle. For the LD grating, the test
presentation contained a sinewave grating with one of
four possible values of luminance contrast. During the
reference presentation, all texture lines had the same
luminance. The luminance was equal to the mean lumi-
nance of lines during the test presentation. All lines had
the same orientation during both test and reference
presentations. Grating thresholds were measured over a
spatial frequency range of 0.45 to 22 cpd. At 0.45 cpd
there were three full cycles in the display, and at 22 cpd
there were six spatial samples per grating cycle.
In Expt. 4(A)–(E), observers were instructed to sig-
nal whether the first or second presentation contained a
grating. The highest value of contrast was selected to
give responses near 100% correct, and the other values
of contrast were chosen to group responses around 80%
correct [30]. There was no feedback.
2.14.2.2. Obser6ers. Observer 1 carried out Expt. 4(A)–
(D). Observers 1 and 2 carried out Expt. 4(E).
2.15. Results
Filled and open circles joined by continuous lines in
Fig. 10(A,B) show that when we replicated the experi-
mental conditions of Kingdom et al. [39], we obtained
closely similar results. In particular we confirm that, at
a viewing distance of 62 cm, sensitivity peaked at
:0.13 cpd, falling off both at lower and higher spatial
frequencies [Fig. 10(A)].
Kingdom et al. [39] did not plot thresholds for grat-
ing spatial frequencies that exceeded the Nyquist fre-
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Fig. 10. (A) The reciprocal of grating detection threshold for OTD gratings was plotted versus spatial frequency in cycles per degree at viewing
distances of 62 and 186 cm (filled and open circles respectively). Continuous lines join data points for which there were more than two texture
lines per grating cycle. Dashed lines join data points for which there were two (arrows, labeled N) or less lines per grating cycle. Crosses are for
a viewing distance of 62 cm with the display magnified0.33. (B) Data shown by filled and open circles connected by continuous lines in panel
A were replotted versus the number of cycles:cm across the display. (C) Filled circles are reproduced from panel A. Open circles show data
obtained at the same (62 cm) viewing distance but with an aperture placed in front of the display to reduce field size 3-fold. (D) Filled and open
circles, respectively, show thresholds measured at the same viewing distance of 62 cm with a constant line length but with 2.2 and 6.6 lines per
degree.
quency (i.e. when the number of lines per grating cycle
is two or less). However, their experimental design
allows thresholds to be measured for spatial frequencies
well above the Nyquist frequency, even when the tex-
ture lines are spatially jittered or spatially randomized.
This can be understood as follows. The reference stimu-
lus had zero orientation contrast over the entire dis-
play. But the aliasing present for spatial frequencies
above the Nyquist frequency created patches of finite
orientation contrast, so that the test and reference
stimulus could be distinguished. For explanatory pur-
poses, suppose that the texture lines were spaced regu-
larly rather than being spatially jittered. The dashed
lines in Fig. 10(A) join data points measured at spatial
frequencies at and above the Nyquist frequency using a
grating whose lines were not spatially-jittered [the
Nyquist frequencies (N cpd) corresponding to the 62
and 186 cm viewing distances are indicated by filled and
open arrows respectively in Fig. 10(A)]. Threshold was
effectively infinite when there was exactly one line per
grating cycle, one line per two grating cycles, and so on,
but was approximately as low as thresholds at N cpd
when there was one line per 1.5 grating cycles, one line
per 2.5 grating cycles and so on. When texture lines
were irregularly spaced (as in our experiment and the
experiment of Kingdom et al. [39]) the peak-to-trough
amplitude of the periodic variations in threshold shown
by the dashed lines was reduced; but thresholds could
still be measured when the number of lines per grating
cycle were far less than two.
We also confirm the finding of Kingdom et al. [39]
that the contrast sensitivity function was bodily shifted
to the right when the viewing distance was increased
(Fig. 10(A), filled and open circles) but that the curves
were superimposed when viewing distance was plotted
versus the number of cycles per unit distance across the
display (Fig. 10(B), filled and open circles) rather than
versus the number of cycles per degree of visual angle
(i.e. the number of cycles per unit distance across the
retinal image) as in Fig. 10(A). From this last finding
Kingdom et al. [39] concluded that an observer’s sensi-
tivity to the grating was determined by the number of
cycles per cm across the display rather than by the
spatial frequency of the retinal image. They proposed
that this conclusion is an example of the size constancy
phenomenon, and suggested possible physiological
mechanisms. Our findings, described next, do not sup-
port the conclusion of Kingdom et al. [39], and indicate
an alternative and more parsimonious explanation for
the data reported by Kingdom et al. [39] and confirmed
by us here.
The results of Expt. 4(B) are shown as crosses (x) in
Fig. 10(A). These data show that the effect of tripling
the 62 cm viewing distance was mimicked by decreasing
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image size 3-fold without changing viewing distance.
This point was underlined in Fig. 10(B) where the data
collected in Expt. 4(B) were replotted (crosses) versus
the number of cycles:cm across the display. We con-
clude that the rightward shift of the contrast sensitivity
functions in Fig. 10(A) was not, as concluded by King-
dom et al. [39], caused by the increase of viewing
distance but rather by the reduction of retinal image
size associated with the increase of viewing distance.
Next we attempt to find the relative importance of
the three changes in the retinal image associated with
an increase of viewing distance. These three changes
were as follows: a 3-fold reduction in the width and
height of the grating display; a 3-fold reduction in the
angular subtense of the texture lines; a 3-fold increase
of the number of lines per degree of visual angle
subtended at the eye.
Fig. 10(C) shows the effect of a 3-fold reduction of
field size. Filled circles are the same as in Fig. 10(A).
Open circles show the effect of reducing field size 3-fold
at a constant viewing distance of 62 cm. The reductions
of field size shifts the low-frequency segment of the
curve along the abscissa by a factor of three. We
conclude that the low-frequency rolloff of grating sensi-
tivity shown by both filled and open circles in Fig.
10(A) was caused by the fact that, for spatial frequen-
cies below the peak in the two curves, the total number
of grating cycles across the display fell from three to
one4.
Open and filled circles in Fig. 10(D) show that a
displacement similar to that shown by the high-fre-
quency segment of the curve in Fig. 10(A) was observed
when, at a constant viewing distance of 62 cm and
without changing the length of texture lines, the num-
ber of texture lines was increased 3-fold.
In Expt. 4(E), the spatial sampling frequency for
OTD gratings was sufficiently high that the OTD grat-
ing’s spatial frequency could be increased to 7 cpd
before the number of spatial samples per cycle fell to
six, and to 21 cpd [open arrows in Fig. 11(A,B)] before
the number of spatial samples per cycle fell to two.
Thresholds measured in Expt. 4(E) over the spatial
frequency range 0.45 to 7 cpd are plotted in Fig.
11(A,B) as open circles. Fig. 11 shows that for both
observers, grating detection threshold was approxi-
mately constant from 0.07 to 3.6 cpd (thresholds ranged
from 2 to 3° in Fig. 11 (A) and from 3.5 and 6° in Fig.
11 (B) over the range of 0.07 to 3.6 cpd).
In Expt. 4(E), the sampling frequency for LD grat-
ings was 133 samples per degree, so that the number of
samples per grating cycle did not fall to six until 22 cpd,
and did not fall to two until 66 cpd (filled arrows in
Fig. 11). Filled circles plot thresholds for LD gratings
over the range 0.45–22 cpd. This experiment confirmed
that over the range of spatial frequencies investigated,
the contrast sensitivity characteristic for a continuous
LD grating of spatial sampling frequency 133 samples
per degree was similar to the characteristic reported by
many authors for continuous LD gratings of indefin-
itely high sampling frequency [41–43].
2.16. Discussion
As an explanation for their finding that the grating
detection function for an OTD grating was shifted
bodily when viewing distance was increased, Kingdom
et al. [39] proposed that sensitivity to an OTD grating
is determined by the number of cycles per cm across the
grating display rather than by the number of cycles per
degree of visual angle. The results shown in Fig. 10(A–
D) conflict with their conclusion, and indicate that the
effect they observed was not caused directly by the
increase in viewing distance. Rather, the effect was
caused by the increase in the number of lines per degree
of visual angle combined with the reduction in the
angular subtense of the grating associated with the
increase in viewing distance. We conclude that the
Fig. 11. The reciprocal of grating detection threshold, for texture-
defined gratings (open symbols, left ordinate) and for luminance-
defined gratings (solid symbols, right ordinate), was plotted versus
grating spatial frequency. All gratings had six or more lines per
grating cycle. The number of spatial samples per grating cycle fell to
two at a spatial frequency of 21 cpd (open arrows) for texture-
defined-gratings and at 66 cpd (solid arrow) for luminance-defined-
gratings. (A) Observer 1. (B) Observer 2.
4 There are considerable reservations surrounding the concept of a
grating’s ‘spatial frequency’ when the total number of cycles is low
[40]. For an abruptly-truncated display, even when these are three
complete cycles across the display, the main peak in the spatial
frequency distribution extends to 933% of the nominal center fre-
quency of P1 (where P is the period of the grating). The width of
this distribution grows wider as the total number of cycles is reduced
and, in addition, the peak of the distribution shifts from P1. When
only one full cycle is visible, the power extends from near-zero cpd to
well beyond P1 cpd; in this situation, the concept of the grating’s
‘spatial frequency’ loses meaning. These points are illustrated graphi-
cally on p. 77 in ref. [32] and p. 15 in ref. [5].
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shape of the contrast sensitivity function that they
reported for the OTD grating was determined by limi-
tations in their stimulus, and did not reflect properties
of the human visual system. In particular, we conclude
that the reduction of sensitivity at low spatial frequen-
cies was caused by presenting too few grating cycles in
the display, and the reduction of sensitivity at spatial
frequencies over about 0.06–0.2 cpd was caused by
having too few lines per grating cycle, i.e. by spatial
undersampling. We had already established the points
just discussed in the context of spatial frequency dis-
crimination (Figs. 4–7).
Finally, we conclude that when, the number of spa-
tial samples per grating cycle is six or greater, the effect
of spatial frequency on grating detection threshold are
quite different for OTD and LD gratings. The three
main distinctions are as follows. First, the familiar
2–10 cpd peak in the LD curve is absent in the OTD
curve. Second, the low-frequency falloff of sensitivity is
less steep in the OTD curve than in the LD curve.
Consequently, the OTD curve is considerably flatter
than the LD curve. Third, while the well-known LD
curve extends to high spatial frequencies, with a steep
high-frequency rolloff and a grating acuity well above
35 cpd, the OTD high-frequency rolloff is less steep and
the highest resolvable spatial frequency is not greatly
higher than 7 cpd5.
3. General discussion
It has been proposed that a region within a pattern
of texture lines is rendered distinct from its surround-
ings when the orientation gradient across the region’s
boundaries exceeds, by some threshold amount, the
orientation gradient at other locations within the pat-
tern [7,23,24,48,49]. In an OTD sinewave grating of
given peak-to-peak orientation contrast, the maximum
local orientation gradient is proportional to spatial
frequency. Therefore, if orientation gradient were the
only determinant of the visibility of an OTD sinewave
grating, a log–log plot of detection threshold versus
spatial frequency would be a straight line, threshold
being halved for each doubling of spatial frequency.
The data shown in Fig. 11 show that this was not the
case. One possible explanation for our finding that the
detection characteristic for OTD gratings is not a
straight line of unity slope is that bar width and orien-
tation gradient co-vary for OTD sinewave gratings. In
contrast, the widths of the OTD targets discussed by
Fig. 12. Functional model of a size- and orientation-tuned filter for
OTD form. (A,B) The double-opponent, circularly-symmetric recep-
tive field consists of an excitatory center (shown by dashed circle)
with an inhibitory surround. Texture lines are shown with the pre-
ferred orientation for the excitatory region. (C) The filter is built by
summing the outputs of many such receptive fields whose centers fall
along a straight line, so as to give an elongated receptive field whose
profile is shown by the continuous line.
Nothdurft (typically a rectangle or an optotype) did not
co-vary with the orientation gradient across the target’s
boundary.
The well-known contrast sensitivity curve for LD
gratings is widely regarded as representing the upper
envelope of the sensitivities of many spatial filters that
analyze at different spatial scales (reviewed in refs.
[1,50]). One suggestion as to how this is achieved is that
local LD spatial information is passed through an array
of parallel spatial filters which prefer LD targets of
different widths. The receptive field profile of each filter
consists of an elongated excitatory center surrounded
by elongated inhibitory flanks, often modeled as a
‘Mexican hat’ profile (reviewed in ref. [2]).
We propose that the human visual system contains
an array of spatial filters for OTD form that is
analogous to the array of spatial filters for LD form.
The receptive field of such a filter might be built up as
illustrated in Fig. 12(A–C). The net excitation is zero
when the excitatory part of the receptive field [shown
by dashed circles in Fig. 12(A,B)] is stimulated by short
lines of the preferred orientation, and the inhibitory
surround is simultaneously stimulated by lines of the
same orientation. If the lines falling on the excitatory
region are slowly rotated, the net excitation progres-
sively increases. Excitation reaches a maximum in the
condition shown in Fig. 12(B). Suppose now, that we
sum many such receptive fields of the kind shown in
Fig. 12(A,B), all of which are driven from the same
receptive field locus, but which prefer different line
orientations6. Such a double-opponent receptive field
will be excited by lines of any arbitrary orientation (u1),
provided that the lines that fall on the excitatory region
all have orientations u1 and the lines that fall outside
the excitatory region all have orientations u2, where5 For comparison, grating acuity is about 4 cpd for cyclopean
gratings [44,45], and 5–10 cpd for motion-defined gratings [46]. For
equiluminant red–green gratings Mullen [47] estimated grating acuity
to be 11–12 cpd compared with 34–36 cpd for a luminance-defined
grating of the same mean luminance and spectral content.
6 This double-opponent receptive field is analogous to the hypo-
thetical ‘convexity cell’ for motion-defined from proposed by
Nakayama and Loomis [51].
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u1"u2. This would account for the finding that orien-
tations discrimination for an OTD bar was the same
whether the mean orientation of the lines inside the bar
was parallel or perpendicular to the bar [25]. Suppose
that, as illustrated in Fig. 12(C), we sum the outputs of
several such double-opponent receptive fields that lie
along a straight line in retinal coordinates (dashed
circles). The resulting elongated receptive filed will have
the line orientation sensitivity profile shown in Fig.
12(C). It will be strongly excited by the bars of an OTD
grating provided that bar width and orientation match
the width and orientation of the OTD receptive field.
It is well known that spatial frequency discrimination
threshold for LD gratings is considerably less than the
spatial frequency tuning bandwidth of cortical neurons
in primate. One proposed explanation for this conflict is
that discrimination threshold is determined by the rela-
tive activity of neurons that prefer different spatial
frequencies [34,52–54]. Our present finding that, over a
wide range of spatial frequencies, spatial frequency
discrimination threshold for OTD gratings is as low as
for LD gratings and, in addition, is independent of
orientation contrast might also be understood if spatial
frequency discrimination threshold for OTD gratings is
determined by the relative activation of multiple neu-
rons that prefer OTD targets of different widths. Simi-
larly, our finding that orientation discrimination
threshold for an OTD bar was as low as 0.5° [25] might
be understood if orientation discrimination is deter-
mined by the relative activity of multiple neurons that
prefer OTD targets of different orientations. We are
currently testing these hypotheses.
The large elongated double-opponent receptive field
that, we propose, detects an OTD grating achieves
image segregation by grouping for similarity, i.e. it is
sensitive to the fact that line orientation within any
given bar is different from line orientations within the
bar’s immediate neighbors. A large receptive field of
this type will also detect a sharp-edged bar within
which all lines have orientations u1, and outside which
all lines have orientations u2, where u1"u2, e.g. the
5.01.4 OTD bar used by Regan [25]. An OTD bar of
this kind will also be detected by small receptive fields
of the kind shown in Fig. 12. These small receptive
fields will translate the bar’s boundary into a bright
lines on a dim background. We have previously mod-
eled such detectors of OTD boundaries and predicted
percent correct detections and recognitions of OTD
letters [21]. Such boundary detectors can also achieve
figure-ground segregations for the kind of OTD rectan-
gle illustrated by Northdurft [55] that is not detected by
a wide receptive field, the width of whose excitatory
region is matched to the width of the OTD rectangle.
Within this context, our finding that detection
threshold is approximately constant over a range of
spatial frequencies from 0.07 to about 3.6 cpd can be
understood if orientation contrast information is passed
through an array of parallel spatial filters which prefer
OTD targets of different widths and that over a range
of bar widths from 7 to about 0.14°, any given bar is
detected when the total difference of orientation within
the receptive field that responds best to the width of
that particular bar exceeds some fixed threshold
amount (about 2–3° for observer 1, 3.5–6° for observer
2). This implies that the orientation gradient at detec-
tion threshold is inversely proportional to receptive
field width over the range of receptive fields that prefer
bars whose widths lie between 7 and 0.14°.
It is well known that the visual detection of LD
gratings does not fail until 35–50 cpd. Our finding that
the visual detection of OTD gratings fails at a consider-
ably lower spatial frequency, can be understood in
terms of multi-stage models of the detection of OTD
form. According to several models of this kind, the first
stage of processing OTD form consists of a parallel
array of LD form filters, each tuned to the orientation
of a particular texture line. Later stages of processing
involve nonlinear spatial pooling [7,17–21]. According
to this idea, it would be the spatial pooling (i.e. spatial
integration) stage that is responsible for the earlier
high-frequency rolloff in the OTD grating detection
characteristic.
Spatial frequency discrimination threshold can be
regarded as a measure of sensitivity to differences in the
spatial scale of scene content. Our finding that at low
spatial frequencies this sensitivity is approximately the
same for OTD form and LD form implies that, at low
spatial frequencies, the ability to analyze the spatial
frequency content of the visual scene is approximately
the same for spatial features rendered visible by texture
contrast and for features rendered visible by luminance
contrast. As spatial frequency is increased, sensitivity to
differences in spatial scale grows progressively less for
OTD form relative to LD form but, as already men-
tioned, the ability to discriminate different spatial fre-
quencies for OTD gratings does not fail entirely until
it’s above 7 cpd.
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